Snip Snap!: Whats That? by Mara Bergman

Are You Scared????

snip

snap! SNIP

SNAP! SNIP

SNAP! Whats that?

And what will

the children do

once they find out?

My Personal Review:
My 3-year old and I got this book out at the library. She loved reading it (and I loved reading it to her) so much that I am making sure to buy a copy for ourselves.

Starting with the illustrations... I asked my daughter... Uh oh...what happened here? (someone left the door open), and then as the alligator goes creeping into the house the question is reiterated...and were the children scared? To which my daughter would shout...YOU BET THEY WERE! While it could be just a tale about a scary alligator (!), its really about being empowered and not playing the victim, a lesson that could be used in a variety of situations-- the children have enough at the end and they must up their courage and shout... Alligator, You Get Out! (And was the alligator scared?) My daughter LOVED shouting the answer, every time.

You know when you love a childrens book, when you dont secretly groan and roll your eyes when you child asks for it... and this is one we love.
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